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                                24/7 Optimization
                                Marketers return to focus on customer experience



                            

                                                    
                                Moneyball Media
                                Maximize overall performance within and across channels

                            

                                                    
                                Personalization At Scale
                                Master creative relevance for every micro audience
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                                Reach new audience groups without spending more
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                                Autonomous
                                Self-optimizing campaign design and management
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                                Cross-Channel
                                Holistic, agile cross-channel strategy and execution
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                                Fast Start
                                Implement in weeks, not months, in existing ad accounts
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                    Covers 90% of the biddable universe
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                            New Customer Insights
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                            The Human + AI Partnership
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                            Personalization at Scale
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                            Albert.AI improves YouTube ROI by 16.3% for a leading CPG marketer.
                            CPG breakfast food marketer uses Albert’s AI technology which continuously optimizes audience performance and shifts ad spend as audience segment performance changes, to maximize advertising ROI Despite the challenges marketers face due to the loss of targeting data, marketers can still rely on their own self-defined audience targeting segments to improve campaign performance by utilizing […]
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                            Why AI Won’t Replace Marketers 
                            An interview with Sagi Weinberg, Sales Director at Albert We completely understand why people fear the recent uprising technology. “As ChatGPT, MidJourney and other AI tools gain popularity, people hear about their phenomenal capabilities, yet aren’t familiar with these technologies. Therefore, they tend to think that, just like AI-based robots have replaced employees in large […]
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                            Albert AI for Creative Optimization generates 800% Ad Spend Return
                            With ad creative optimization subject to user biases, like preferences for bold headlines, images, and colors, etc., Zoomd-owned Albert AI technology enables true creative optimization driven by real-time creative performance across products, ads, campaigns, and market segments. One of the last areas of marketing to benefit from AI-driven optimization is ad creative. The actual creation […]
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                            How AI-Human Collaboration Skyrocketed 4 Real Campaigns
                            ChatGPT, Dall-E… AI is making a lot of global noise, especially taking over the advertising and marketing industry with great hopes of making it better. At Albert, we believe that AI isn’t about fully replacing us humans. Instead, it’s about empowering marketers with tools that help with some of our tasks, and free us to […]
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                            How AI Supercharges Your Paid Media Campaigns 
                            You feel a rush of excitement, don’t you? When they click on your ads, go down the funnel, click the buy button. When you see the metrics add up to something you know will get the entire department gasping. It makes all the hours you’ve poured into your campaign worth it, except…  It’s not easy […]
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                            Bridging the gap between advertisers and technology with Albert.ai 
                            In today’s world, technology is advancing at an unprecedented rate. From artificial intelligence to virtual reality, we’re seeing an explosion of new technologies that promise to revolutionize the way we live, work, and play. However, with all of this new tech comes a problem: a growing gap between advertisers and technology. As technology becomes more […]
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